
OPERATIONALIZATION OF RULES

 Rules for each ERP pattern are based on results from prior literature. Rules are operationalized using
metrics defined in Step 4. For example, the P100 rule was operationalized as follows:

For any n, FAn = P100v iff
• 80ms < TI-max (FAn) ≤ 150ms and TEMPORAL CRITERION
• IN-mean(ROI) > 0 and SPATIAL CRITERION
• EVENT (FAn) = stimon and FUNCTIONAL CRITERION
• MODALITY (EVENT) = visual  FUNCTIONAL CRITERION 

where FAn is the nth PCA factor, TI-max is the peak latency, IN-mean(ROI) is mean amplitude over a
region-of-interest (ROI), and ROI for P100v is “occipital” (i.e., mean intensity over occipital electrodes).
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Table 1. 8 ERP patterns commonly seen in studies of visual word recognition
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OBJECTIVES

 Design a system for automated segmentation, classification, and labeling of ERP and MEG (EM)
patterns

 Provide labeled data as inputs to first-generation EM ontology. Cf. Refs [1]-[3].

 Develop a « Gold Standard » labeled dataset for system evaluation
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Figure 3. Results of autolabeling applied to 100 observations (ERPs) in a  visual word recognition experiment.
(A) Percentage of observations for each factor that matched expert-defined rule criteria.
(B) Topography of pattern factors. (C) Timecourse of pattern factors.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

Table 3. Some results of system evaluation
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SYSTEM DESIGN

We have designed a system that automatically decomposes data, classifies the spatiotemporal
patterns, and labels them based on expert-defined criteria. The system is an iterative process
comprising the following steps (Fig. 1):

Figure 1. System Design (see text for details)

A. Knowledge engineering. Spatiotemporal patterns described in the literature are cataloged.
High-level rules and concepts are described for each pattern (2).

B. Component analysis. Continuous spatiotemporal data are transformed into discrete
patterns for labeling (3).

C. Measure generation. Statistics are generated (4) to capture the high-level concepts
identified in (2).

D. Operationalization of pattern rules. Rules are operationalized by combining statistical
metrics in (4) with prior knowledge from (2).

E.  Automated labeling of patterns. Rules that were codified in (5) are applied to data, using
an automated process for data labeling (6).
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COMPONENT ANALYSIS

 Temporal PCA is used to transform raw ERP data into a small set
of spatiotemporal patterns using the Dien PCA Toolbox [2]

 10–15 factors are typically extracted from 128-channel data

 Promax rotation is used to rotate factors to simple structure

 PCA factors are projected back into sensor space

AUMATED COMPONENT LABELING: APPLICATION TO ERP DATA
 Steps 1-6 are implemented in a set of automated MATLAB procedures
 Procedures applied to a dataset comprising 100 observations (25 subjects X 4 condiitons), collected

with a visual word processing paradigm
 Temporal PCA-based observations      Table 2. Results of automated labeling of observations in visual

are flagged as containing a pattern      word recognition paradigm. Target pattern = P100.
if the extracted metrics (Step 4)
meet the rule criteria (Step 5)

MEASURE GENERATION

 Figure 2. Example statistics extracted from the PCA-based observations
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[46] 00:00:00.380 knownHits+pseudoCorr+rare+vrareHITS+rare+vrareMISS [2]

[48] 00:00:00.100 knownHits+pseudoCorr+rare+vrareHITS+rare+vrareMISS [4]

[3] 00:00:00.198 knownHits [3]

NN+NW+WC+WN+WR+WU [16] NN+NW+WC+WN+WR+WU [9]
[1] 00:00:00.284

5.00

-5.00

[5] 00:00:00.352 InconFinal [5]

[36] 00:00:00.348 unrelated [Average: 4]

[1] 00:00:00.608 ConFinal [Average: 1]

NN [2] NW [2] WC [2] WU [2]
[1] 00:00:00.658

Note factor splitting in
this dataset

(cf. results reported in
[1], [3], & [4]

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

We describe a framework for automated classification and labeling of
ERP patterns, based on temporal PCA (data decomposition).

The automated procedures give promising results, with two caveats:
 PCA led to misallocation of variance for some patterns; and
 Some observations were nonprototypical & category judgments more difficult

Results point to the need for ongoing system evaluation to diagnose
sources of error in component analysis, classification, and labeling [5].

FUTURE WORK

Refinement of procedures for expert labeling of patterns in to develop a
true “Gold Standard” for system evaluation [1];

Testing of alternative data summary and auto-labeling methods [5];

Modification of rules and concepts, based on integration of bottom-up
(data mining) and top-down (expert-defined) classification methods [4];

Development of Spatio-Temporal ERP and MEG Ontologies [3]

Pattern Pearson R Spearman-Brown %Agr

P100 0.60 0.75 0.90

N100 0.26 0.41 0.84

N2 0.12 0.21 0.53

N3 0.41 0.58 0.63

P1r 0.47 0.64 0.76

MFN 0.33 0.49 0.40

N4 0.37 0.54 0.81

P3 0.30 0.46 0.64

•Validity of autolabeling procedures was
assessed by comparing autolabeling results
with a “gold standard”

•Gold Standard labels for experiment data
based on manual labeling of patterns.

•Two ERP raters judged presence/absence
of each target pattern & provided
confidence & prototypicality ratings typicality
for each pattern instance (n=144
observations)


